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We investigate heavy-light four-quark systems ud b̄b̄ with bottom quarks of finite mass which
are treated in the framework of NRQCD. We focus on I(J P ) = 0(1+ ), where we recently found
evidence for the existence of a tetraquark state using static bottom quarks. Furthermore, we report
¯ b̄ four-quark system with quantum numbers I(J P ) = 1(1+ ) again
on an investigation of the udb
using static bottom quarks.
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1. Motivation

2. ud b̄b̄ systems with non-relativistic bottom quarks
In a recent study of ud b̄b̄ four-quark systems using static bottom quarks [4, 6, 9] we found
evidence for a bound state with corresponding quantum numbers I(J P ) = 0(1+ ). The binding
energy of this state is Ebinding = 90+36
−43 MeV. In another recently published study [17] using bottom
quarks of finite mass similar results were obtained. In this work we again investigate ud b̄b̄ systems.
This time we also use bottom quarks of finite mass by means of NRQCD.
2.1 Lattice QCD setup
The positions of bottom quarks of finite mass are not fixed. Therefore, in contrast to our
previous study [4, 6, 9], the computation of a b̄b̄ potential in the presence of two light quarks ud
is not possible. However, one can directly compute the energy of the lowest ud b̄b̄ state in the
I(J P ) = 0(1+ ) channel. If it is a bound four-quark state, this energy Eud b̄b̄ should be below the BB∗
threshold, i.e. Eud b̄b̄ < EB + EB∗ . The structure of such a state could resemble two loosely bound
mesons, i.e. BB∗ or B∗ B∗ , or a diquark-antidiquark pair.
In a first step we have computed the effective energy of a BB∗ molecule-like operator as well
as the effective energies of standard B and the B∗ operators,


(eff)
aEi (t) = ln Ci (t)/Ci (t + a)
, i = BB∗ -mol, B, B∗ ,
(2.1)
where
C

BB∗ -mol

D

(t) = ∑ b̄(~x, 0)Γ1 d(~x, 0)b̄(~x, 0)Γ2 u(~x, 0) − b̄(~x, 0)Γ1 u(~x, 0)b̄(~x, 0)Γ2 d(~x, 0)
~x0


E
¯ x0 ,t)Γ01 b(~x0 ,t)ū(~x0 ,t)Γ02 b(~x0 ,t) − ū(~x0 ,t)Γ01 b(~x0 ,t)d(~
¯ x0 ,t)Γ02 b(~x0 ,t)
d(~
D
E
¯ x0 ,t)Γ01 b(~x0 ,t)
CB (t) = ∑ b̄(~x, 0)Γ1 d(~x, 0)d(~

(2.2)

D
E
¯ x0 ,t)Γ02 b(~x0 ,t)
CB∗ (t) = ∑ b̄(~x, 0)Γ2 d(~x, 0)d(~

(2.4)

(2.3)

~x0

~x0

and Γ1 = γ5 , Γ2 = γi , Γ01 = −γ5 and Γ02 = −γi† . We use gauge-covariant Gaussian smearing for all
quark fields.
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In the near future, heavy-light tetraquarks are expected to be studied in more detail by experimental collaborations. Therefore, it is crucial to gain deeper theoretical understanding of heavylight four-quark systems. On the one hand, the nature of already observed four-quark states has
to be investigated. Two examples for tetraquark candidates are the charged bottomonium-like and
charmonium-like mesons Zb± and Zc± , respectively (cf. e.g. [1]). On the other hand, it is important
to predict possibly existing four-quark systems to give directions for future experimental research.
Here we report on our investigations of four-quark systems with two heavy (anti-)quarks b̄b̄
and bb̄ and two lighter quarks qq and qq̄, q ∈ {u, d}.
¯ b̄ systems include [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
Previous papers with similar studies of ud b̄b̄ and udb
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18].
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Computations have been performed using gauge link configurations generated by the RBC
and UKQCD collaborations with the Iwasaki gauge action and n f = 2 + 1 domain-wall fermions.
Information on these configurations can be found in Table 1 or in [20].
Ens.
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The bottom quark is treated in the framework of NRQCD and the action is tadpole-improved
(cf. [20] for further details). We have performed computations with a bottom quark mass mQ corresponding to the physical value mb as well as to 5mb . We decided to also study such unphysically
heavy bottom quarks, because from our previous static-light computations [4, 6, 9] we expect a
clear signal for a four-quark bound state with a large binding energy (≈ 800 MeV) (cf. Figure 1).
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Figure 1: The binding energy Ebinding of a four-quark state from static-light potential calculations,
as a function of the heavy quark mass mQ in units of the physical mass mb .

2.2 Numerical results
(eff)

The effective energies EBB∗ -mol corresponding to the BB∗ molecule-like operator are shown in
Figure 2 both for mQ = mb and mQ = 5mb . The horizontal grey lines and error bands correspond to
the sum of the energies of the mesons EB + EB∗ , which can be obtained rather precisely by fitting
constants to the corresponding effective energies (2.1) at large temporal separations t.
Even though for mQ = 5mb the effective energy seems to be below EB + EB∗ for large temporal
separations t, which might be an indication for a bound four-quark state, the plateau quality is at
the moment not sufficient to make solid statements. Besides increasing the statistical accuracy, we
plan to include additional four-quark operators in our study. In particular, we intend to include
2
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Table 1: Ensemble of gauge link configurations. β : inverse gauge coupling, mu,d : u/d light sea and
valence quark mass, ms : strange sea and valence quark mass, mπ : pion mass, a: lattice spacing, L:
lattice extent in fm, measurements: number of samples taken on different gauge link configurations
or different source locations.
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B∗ B∗ molecule-like, diquark-antidiquark and BB∗ scattering operators. Such an extended set of
operators should allow to disentangle any mixing of low-lying states, which we might currently
observe. Moreover, possibly significant finite-volume effects need to be excluded or taken into
account.
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Figure 2: The effective energy corresponding to the BB∗ molecule-like operator in units of the
lattice spacing as a function of the temporal separation t/a (red points) in comparison to EB + EB∗
(horizontal grey line). (top): mQ = mb . (bottom): mQ = 5mb .

¯ b̄ system with static bottom quarks
3. The udb
A frequently discussed and investigated tetraquark candidate is the recently measured Zb+ meson with quantum numbers I(J P ) = 1(1+ ).
The isospin I = 1 can be realized by light quark flavours ud.¯ Moreover, a loosely bound BB̄∗
system can account for spin J = 1 and parity P = +, since B has quantum numbers J P = 0− and B̄∗
has quantum numbers J P = 1− . However, the same quantum numbers can also be realized by other
structures. One possibility is a bottomonium-like state bb̄ in combination with a far separated pion
¯ b̄ system with I(J P ) = 1(1+ ) is to disentangle those
π + . A technical challenge regarding the udb
structures to find the correct binding energy of a possibly existing tetraquark.
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To determine the binding energy of the BB̄ state, we use static bottom quarks and the BornOppenenheimer approximation [21], i.e. we proceed in two steps. The first step is the computation
of the potential of two static quarks in the presence of two quarks of finite mass by means of lattice
QCD. In case of static (anti-)quarks b and b̄ and light (anti-)quarks u and d,¯ the potential at large
separations between b and b̄ can be interpreted as as the potential between a B and a B̄∗ meson.
The second step is to solve Schrödinger’s equation to check whether the respective potential is
sufficiently attractive to host a bound state.
We find a binding energy of

¯ b̄ tetraquark. Our findings
which is a very vague signal for the existence of an I(J P ) = 1(1+ ) udb
±
are, hence, consistent with the experimentally observed Zb states. For more details regarding this
investigation cf. [19].

4. Summary and outlook
ud b̄b̄ systems are experimentally hard to observe, but theoretically straightforward to investigate. In a previous study [6, 8, 9] we found evidence for a bound ud b̄b̄ state with quantum numbers
I(J P ) = 0(1+ ) in the static-light approximation. Using NRQCD we are now in the process of
studying these systems with bottom quarks of finite mass.
¯ b̄ systems are experimentally easier to access than ud b̄b̄ systems, but theoretically more
udb
challenging. We are currently investigating I(J P ) = 1(1+ ) corresponding to Zb+ in the static-light
approximation. We we find a binding energy Ebinding = (58 ± 71) MeV.
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